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S/N Word/Slang Expression

 
Interpretation

 
Context Used

                                                  
kmklml

 
1. Isi Zik (Zik’s head)

 

N1000

 

Used mostly by drivers and 

conductors

 

as money given to 

National Union Road Transport 

Workers (NURTW) or force people.

2.
Aka ise (five hand) N500

Used mostly by drivers and 

conductors as money given to 

NURTW or force people.

3. Aka ino (four hand) N400 Used mostly by drivers and 

conductors as money given to 

NURTW or force people.

4. Aka nabo  (two hand) N200 Used mostly by drivers and 

conductors as money given to 

NURTW or force people.

5. Roja Bribe for police
From drivers and conductors to

their colleagues as they talk about 

the police.

6. Onye owa 
Drivers who apply high speed.

Compliments from conductors and 

Commuters who like high speed .

7.

 

Kupuru m taa

 

 

Excuse me today/consider me today.

From drivers/conductors to 

NURTW(National Union of Road Transport Workers)

staff or Agbero asking 

them to allow them go without 

paying for the day.

8.

 

Bia Wee

 

Come Wey

From conductors drivers /

fellow colleagues of the same age 

as a form of greeting.

9.

 

Onye nkem

 

My person
Drivers to “Agbero NURTW 

pleading for reduction of charges.

10.
Aroba m

My friend

Used by both conductors/drivers of,

the same age.

11. Donye aru/ tinye aka. Speed up From conductors to driver at the 

sight of “Agbero” that they want to 

dodge.

 

12. Nwanyi oma Good woman From both drivers and conductors 

when appealing to adult woman 

passengers to enter their bus.

13.
Umu oma

Good children To young girls persuading them to 

enter bus.

14.
Mpa /onye mpa

Father (a senior driver/
Agbero with authority).

Used by young drivers and 

conductors as a form of 

compliments.
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15. Isu ofia To make ways, to pay one’s way for easy  access on the 
road. This is often used by drivers that carry foreign goods 
such as second hand clothes, bags, shoes, and so on.

From conductors and drivers when 

discussing their activities on the 

road especially before police; the 

way they bribe them for easy asses 

on the road especially when

carrying illegal goods.

16. Akpuruka An old poorly maintained  car . From conductors to commuters telling them how bad the bus they want to enter is and persuading; them 
to enter their buses.

17. Mgbachapu Act of picking commuters along the road and not waiting to 
load in the park.

From conductors and drivers to commuters requesting them  to enter their buses as they don’t waste time 
loading.

1,8. Owa Buses that are in good shape. From conductors or drivers to their 

colleagues .

19. Zukwaanu ike Go and rest. From conductors and drivers to 

NURTW staff or Agbero while 

charging them high fees.

20.

 

O mmaja koo gini?

 

Is that a threat or what? From drivers and conductors to 

their colleagues or Agbero when in 

serious conflict or argument.

21.

 

Gbara ogwu gi nuo

 

Take your medicine (behave yourself). From conductors to fellow conductors in a friendly conversation.

22.

 

Ima ukwa

 

Washing off the slimy part of bread frui t (being sluggish on 
the road).

From drivers to fellow drivers who are dull with the steering particularly on traffic.

23.

 

Ndi Obiakpo

 

Obiakpo people (wicked people). Name for  strict Agbero people by 

drivers and conductors.

24.

 

Eke nwe ohia

  

Python, the owner of forest (long vehicles/trailer trucks. From conductors to drivers asking 

them to be more careful at the sight

of long vehicles or trailers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

25. Nwa/onye buru ebu. A grown child (someone who has got much money). From drivers to their colleagues or

(conductors to drivers in a friendly 

conversation.

26. Ibu ike nwanne You carry strength my brother (a driver with a full loaded 
booth and outside roof).

From drivers and conductors to 

their colleagues as a compliment 

for carrying full loaded booth.

27. Kee wee? Where is the way?( casual greeting of how are you?). From drivers as well as conductors 

to their colleagues when greeting .

28. Onye nkonuko/ochonganogo Trouble maker. From conductors to the drivers 

telling them about the actions of 

another driver.

29.

 

Nwanne tuo down/tuo down nwanne.

 

My dear come down ( to alight at a destination). From conductors to male

commuters of their age mate.

30.

 

Gwui ka Igwilo.

 

Stay like Igwilo (being at a particular spot without making 
much attempt to leave or move).

From drivers in their bid to 

overtake  their colleagues who 

seem to be sluggish with steering.
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31.

 
Nye gi oso

 
Give someone a run (to harass 
someone or deal with the person).

From Agbero to stubborn  

conductors or drivers who do not 

always comply with their payment.

32.

 

Nne Nkechi

 

Nkechi’s mother

 

From conductors and drivers to 

any middle aged mother requesting 

her to enter their bus.

33.

 

Emechaa ka anyi luo

 

Let us work later(let us see later) Drivers to conductors after the 

day’s activities, a way of parting.

34. Ibiliachi Married woman Used on sluggish drivers by their 

fellow drivers.

35. Onweroo Nothing Just a slang by both drivers and 

conductors.

36. Inno mma You are sitting well (you are rich). Drivers and conductors to their 

colleagues telling them that they 

are well to do.

37. Ka anyi welie Let’s take or collect it. From conductors to commuters 

asking them to pay money.

38. Oga
A police officer

A name for any police officer by drivers and conductors.

39. Odogwu Great man/hero From junior drivers and conductors to senior drivers.

40. Meelu m ifenu Do something for me (give me 
some money).

From Agbero to drivers asking them for some money 
either after loading or after dropping a commuter. 

41. Ibu nnoo ezi. You are a real pig. From drivers to co drivers that misbehave on the road.

 

42. Welie nwayoo Take it easy. From drivers and conductors  to 

 

careless drivers on the road.

 

43. Mbada From drivers and conductors as 

 

compliments over a highly

 

expensive car probably a new car

 

bought by a fellow driver.

 

44. Afia igba mmanu. Goods producing oil (lucrative 
business).

From drivers that deal with one

 

t ime very lucrative business.

   

   

   

  
  

  

45. Ihazi ife To put together(to repay one’s 
vehicle.

From drivers who are not on duty

but away putting their buses together.

.

46. Nwanne moo My brother Greeting for both drivers and

conductors.

47. Oo One hundred naira From both drivers and conductors

as they bargain with NURTW officials  
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48. Nwoke oma Good/fine man A name for an adult man persuading him to enter bus.

49. Ndi oshi a ano ya/ha ano 
ya?

Are these thieves around/are they 
around?

Questions drivers and conductors

Usually ask their colleagues as they 
approach a temporal police checkpoint.

. .

1. De go Be going. From conductors and Agbero people

to drivers asking them to move.

2. Takam jeje Take it easy. From conductors to drivers asking 

them to drive slowly.

3. Sodaa ya Patch it or manage it.
From drivers and conductors to 

Agbero people requesting them to manage the

 

little money they pay.  

 

4. Nwayoly nwayoly Gently gently From conductors to drivers asking

 

them to drive slowly and safely. 

 

5. You de go? Are you going?
From conductors and drivers asking 

 

commuters whether they are going so 
as to enter their bus.

 

6. Come enter Come and enter. To commuters from conductors and 

 

drivers asking them to enter. 

 

7. Your money for front From conductor announcing to  
commuters occupying front seats to 

 pay their fare.

 
8. Your money for back.

From conductor telling commu ters at 

 

the back seat to pare their fare.

 

Ndi wayo                     Fraudsters                          Used as in number nine. 
10.
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3. Words Already in Existence but Used in a New Way

S/N Word/Slang 
Expression

Interpretation Context Used

1. White N50.00 From drivers and conductors talking about 

money they give to Agbero people.

2. Conjure To reduce price for commuters 
because of unfavorable day 
(bad market).

From drivers to conductors asking them to 

deduct some money for commuters as a 

result of scarcity of commuters or 

passengers on the road.

3. My guy My friend A name for drivers and conductors.

4.

 

Small boy

 

Young driver/young conductor

 

Used by older drivers or conductors to 

y 

 

colleagues.

5.

 

My boy

 

Young driver/young conductor

 

From older drivers or conductors to 

junior 

 

colleagues.

6.

 

Senior man /senior 
boy

 

Older drivers /conductors

 

Used by young conductors and drivers on 

older colleagues.

7.

 

Pilot

 

Driver

  

8.

 

Senior pilot/boy

 

An older /experienced driver 
or conductor.

 

A name for older/ senior driver.

9.

 

Tax collector

  

Name for NURTW (National Union 
of Road Transport staff . 

10.

 

Mummy

 

Any married or adult woman.

 

A call from conductors and drivers   to 

married women to enter their bus.

11. Officer A member of force; police, 
army, road safety.

A name by conductors and drivers to 

police, soldier, road safety official.

12. Watch   your side From conductors to drivers at a bend or 

during over taking to be sure of safety 

before crossing over.
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13. Staff A member of the transport 
union who usually do not pay.

Used by conductors and drivers as they 

complain about the number of staff they 

carry as that brings reduction in their 

profit since they don’t pay.

14. My man My friend Greetings /compliments from drivers and 

conductors to their colleagues.

15. Green N20.00 From both conductors and drivers when 

talking about money they give to police 

officers on check points.

16.

 

Daddy

 

Any gentle looking adult or 
married man.

 

From both drivers and conductors when 

calling such an adult gentle man to enter 

their

 

bus.

 

17. Guy Name/greeting for young 
commuters/passengers. 

Used by both drivers and conductors to 
call young or adolescent boys to enter bus. 

18 Action man Soldier  Name for soldiers at checkpoints as drivers and conductors try 
to call them so as to please them for them to be exempted from
giving them money.

19. Authority .A respectable figure  

 
1.

 
Manu

 
m

 
My man /my friend

 
From drivers to Agbero people 
when trying to be friendly for them 
to receive favors from them.

2.

 

Olee way?

 

Which way?

 

Greetings from both drivers and 
conductors to themselves.
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3.

 
Kee way?

 
Which way?

 
Greetings/compliments from 
drivers and conductors to 
themselves.

4.

 

O man m ka ibu.

 

You are my man.

 

From conductors or drivers to 
Agbero people when trying to 
appeal to them for favor.

5.

 

Anyi ga -enwe na 
younder.

 

We shall see later.

 

From conductors bidding farewell 
to fellow conductors.

6.

 

Inwee change nye 
anyi.

 

Give us change if you have.

 

From conductors to commuters to 
pay their exact money to avoid the 
problem of change.

7.

 

Ndi yellow fever

 

Uniform men in yellow uniform.

 

From conductors and driv ers to 
their colleagues when talking about 
this particular uniform men.

8. Ino mma now. You are sitting well (you are 
comfortable).

9. Guy bia baalu m 
motor now.

Come and enter my vehicle. From both drivers and conductors 
calling adolescent male passengers 
to enter their bus.

10. Gbaa wing gi ofuma 
guy.

Play your role very well.

 

From conductors and drivers asking 
their colleagues to behave well on 
the road when it comes paying their 
bills on the road.  

9. Ndi one chance One chance people(fraudsters) From conductors to commuters 
trying

to convince them to ignore other 

conductors and   enter their bus. 

10.

 

Bros shiftuo now

 

Bros please shift now.

 

Appeal to adult man to adjust for 
other commuters to be comfortable.

11.

 

E big 

 

Big or fat man.

 

A respectable  name for fat adult 
men requesting him to enter bus.

12.

 
E big nwanne moo.

 
My big brother.

 
A respectable  way of addressing 
fat gentle men to enter bus. 
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